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Agenda What are fake news, mis-, and disinformation? 

Why do mis/disinformation work?

How to spot mis/disinformation on the internet

Let's practice!  

 Cultivate an information literate world 

Questions/Discussion



Misinformation
misleading information that's

often not intended to be harmful,
unintentionally disseminated 

What are fake news, mis-, and disinformation? 

Disinformation
deliberately misleading

information that manipulates
facts or narratives, intentionally

disseminated

Malinformation 
(aka Fake News)

false information  (usually
masquerading as credible news

stories) that can cause harm

Source: Internet Matters ( internetmatters.org/issues/fake-news-and-misinformation-advice-hub/learn-about-fake-news-to-support-children/

https://www.internetmatters.org/issues/fake-news-and-misinformation-advice-hub/learn-about-fake-news-to-support-children/


Types of Mis/Disinformation 

Infographic sourced from https://firstdraftnews.org/articles/fake-news-complicated/ 



Presidential Executive Order Meme Generator

Satire/Parody Manipulated Content

President Biden Body Double Disinformation

Source: https://hepwori.github.io/execorder/

Source: https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-biden-
right-handed/fact-check-photo-of-biden-has-been-flipped-to-
make-him-appear-to-be-left-handed-idUSKBN2AG1YK



Source: www.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-gates-altered-video-dna-
vac/fact-check-gates-was-not-caught-on-video-saying-the-covid-19-
vaccine-will-change-our-dna-forever-idUSKBN28K2YF 

Facebook Post
Misconstruing Gates
Vaccine Video

Misleading Content

Source: https://www.cnn.com/2022/03/12/politics/fact-
check-dicaprio-donation-10-million-ukraine/index.html

False report of
Leonardo DiCaprio

donating $10M to
Ukraine

Fake Content



Why do mis/disinformation work? 

Cognitive Bias

Filter Bubbles

Humans are social! 

Confirmation Bias



Why do mis/disinformation work? 
Our brains process a lot of information each day, so it uses
tricks to not get overloaded. One of these tricks is being
affected by emotional content -- like a headline! (1)

When something has been shared thousands of times, we're
more likely to share (and believe) it, too! (3)

Our social media feeds, search engines, and friend
groups tend to mirror our own biases and beliefs (2) 

We tend to believe information that supports
our existing worldview (4)

1,2. scientificamerican.com/article/biases-make-people-vulnerable-to-misinformation-spread-by-social-media/
3. misinforeview.hks.harvard.edu/article/exposure-to-social-engagement-metrics-increases-vulnerability-to-misinformation/
4. facinghistory.org/resource-library/confirmation-and-other-biases



How do we fight mis/disinformation? 

SIFT developed by Mike Caulfield: https://hapgood.us/2019/06/19/sift-the-four-moves/ 



Take your finger off the share button 

Take a moment to assess

Ask yourself what emotions this source
is making you feel - Triumph? Anger?
Fear?

STOP



Who is the author? What is their
expertise? What industry are they in? 

What is the publication? What beliefs
does the publication hold? How is it
financed? 

What is the purpose of the article? To
inform? To convince? To upset? 

INVESTIGATE



Can you find this information from a
credible source? 

Can you find more in-depth
information about the topic? 

FIND
TRUSTED

COVERAGE 



Can you find the original source of
the claim, quote, or media? 

Does that original source align with
the claim you're researching? 

TRACE
CLAIMS



Let's Practice!



Video claiming that a Muslim immigrant harms a Dutch boy on crutches



Practice intellectual
humility - own your
mistakes! 

Surround yourself with
people and sources that
have different life
experiences and beliefs 

Cultivate a questioning
mindset

Cultivating an
information
literate world 



Questions? 



Thank you! julia.maxwell
@rutgers.edu


